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But if God does answer prayer, it’s time for Christians to cry out to God for mercy and wisdom and for His Presence to move across the state and nation. Most... and Washington if a revival or awakening took place that impacted both everyday citizens and political leaders.
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OPINION
The case has all been about the distortion of words.

Historical Racing Slot Machines

The Franklin Graham Rally and National Day of Prayer set the tone for change in Kentucky – more events are planned.

Martin Covish is the senior policy analyst for The Family Foundation. The machines entered the casinos on a horse race. According to the Franklin judge, it does.
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The Family Foundation's attorney, Stan Cave, pointed out that the racing industry's own expert witness had refused to acknowledge that the animated video on the screen now being used on tracks could be considered a horse race. But none of this seemed to weigh in the judge's decision. The case had already started the year of modernizing gambling in Kentucky. No one has to modify; they're turned on and cartoon of a horse race constitutes live horse racing.

The possibilities here are infinite. Why bother, for example, with all the partying and questionable hats, when we could just make an animated version of the Kentucky Derby and watch it on Sunday morning with the other cartoons? And if anyone can explained that it wasn’t the same thing, we could just point to the decision of a Kentucky judge who says otherwise. The second requirement of words, the definition of “pari-mutuel.” In other words, the betting is pool money, whatever bettors bet on and how much they determined the odds. This is why, when you're watching the Kentucky Derby, you aren’t adding anything at the top until the race ends. Bets are still being laid, but which horse they bet on and how much they bet on changes the odds. It’s the same with other kinds of sporting betting. The odds are continually changing until the very end. But this does not happen with other Instant Racing or Encore machines. The racing, predatory industry, accepting their equipment at face value, and discounting the very meaning of words to do it.

The courts have tipped the scales of justice toward a rich, predatory industry, accepting their equipment at face value, and discounting the very meaning of words to do it. Even if you’re not against gambling, this has to disturb you.

OPINION: The case has all been about the distortion of words.

Hinton, in his capacity as the chief justice of the Supreme Court, made it plain that the “historical racing” games are pari-mutuel wagering. The machines were made by a company called “Kentucky Racing Commission”.

The courts, in their infinite ability to re-interpret words, ruled that a video replay counts as an actual horse race. According to the Franklin judge, it does.
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The court finally held that the video replay counts as an actual horse race. No one has to modify; they’re turned on and cartoon of a horse race constitutes live horse racing.
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This year has yielded another generous endowment from Kentucky car and truck owners who purchased the official Kentucky CHOOSE LIFE license plate for their vehicles. This year the total reached $28,884.03.

The program was made possible through a legislative effort by former State Senator Jack Westwood (R-Erlanger). Westwood had worked for several years to secure the CHOOSE LIFE license plate for the Commonwealth but had been thwarted each year by pro-choice Democrats in the House of Representatives. In 2006, he worked out a compromise with a Democratic bill sponsor and the funds began to flow. Now the total, including funds anticipated this year, is over one million dollars.

This year’s goal for the Choose Life plate project was $25,000. The Kentucky Department of Transportation reported that prayer centers that serve the women of Kentucky. But the big winners in the CHOOSE LIFE plate project have always been the Kentucky women who are caught in an unplanned pregnancy, and who do not see that they have life-saving options. Since 100 percent of the money generated by the plates goes to the local pregnancy care centers that are doing the work, it is the women’s right to choose the most meaningful impact from the funds given.

Currently there are 11 pregnancy care centers whose budgets vary significantly, yet each is committed to the well-being of the mother in need and the health of her child. Anyone can sign up for an official Kentucky CHOOSE LIFE license plate and give a $10 donation (the maximum gift allowed) when they get to renew their plate. The donated money is delivered annually to the Family Foundation by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, and then 100 percent of it is distributed to state pregnancy care centers.

In September, $28,884.03 will be given to PCCs
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The TRUTH about marriage in a novel

A Family Court judge who has “seen it all” has something to say about marriage.

Might have written about marriage in the last few years, particularly as one looks at the slippery slope cases about same-sex marriage. But she has been written that she values the true power of marriage. This is her latest novel: ‘A Family Court judge who has “seen it all” has something to say about marriage.’

The book is to have a lot of local and national attention. Judge Philpot has been a figure in state and national discussions about marriage and same-sex marriage. He has written about the power of marriage and the importance of its role in our society.

The story of Judge Philpot’s life is a story of marriage and family. He was married to his wife, Sarah, for 22 years and they have three children. The couple lived in a small town in Kentucky when they first started dating, and they found that they were very much in agreement about marriage and family. They decided to get married on the same day their son was born, and they have been together ever since.

“Every family I know – literally – has been impacted by negative family issues,” Judge Philpot writes. “And it’s stupid to pray,” said Ostrander. “But if God does answer prayer, it’s stupid not to!”

Much has been written about marriage in the last few years, particularly as one looks at the slippery slope cases about same-sex marriage. But she has been written that she values the true power of marriage. This is her latest novel: ‘A Family Court judge who has “seen it all” has something to say about marriage.’

The book is to have a lot of local and national attention. Judge Philpot has been a figure in state and national discussions about marriage and same-sex marriage. He has written about the power of marriage and the importance of its role in our society.

The story of Judge Philpot’s life is a story of marriage and family. He was married to his wife, Sarah, for 22 years and they have three children. The couple lived in a small town in Kentucky when they first started dating, and they found that they were very much in agreement about marriage and family. They decided to get married on the same day their son was born, and they have been together ever since.

“Every family I know – literally – has been impacted by negative family issues,” Judge Philpot writes. “And it’s stupid to pray,” said Ostrander. “But if God does answer prayer, it’s stupid not to!”

Judge Tim Philpot

---

Call For Priority help with “See You at the Pole”: 606-521-6007
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The PRAYERS OF THE PEOPLE

Prayer initiatives continued from page 1

Kentucky Prayer Focus

A群岛 Waga

Agile International

Circle of Love Min

White Horse Brigade

Cure Ministries

Many of the prayer leaders from these groups have come together to form the Kentucky Prayer Coalition and are planning prayer activities in every county and many major cities across the state. As well as advocating for Day of Prayer and Worship “immediately.”

DAVID A. KNOUFF
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Cabinet Secretary Hal Heiner hits his stride

Former gubernatorial candidate and rival of his boss Gov. Bevin, Hal Heiner is engaged and making a difference.

Education has been my greatest civic passion," said Hal Heiner. "We have a governor who was willing to move boldly to ... Education and Workforce Development Cabinet Secretary and former opponent to his boss, Gov. Mat Bevin, whom he praises. Heiner has labored for Charter Schools in Kentucky for years as the founding position – and the opportunity it affords to affect progress – is much more than a job. Sometimes in life, another person's critical need overrides all other considerations, and only a volunteer response can yield the highest personal satisfaction."

Heiner was chosen to serve as Cabinet Secretary, he accepted but declined to receive a salary, a sacrifice easily valued at well over $100,000 annually.

The problem in Franklin is very simple. For some reason, the General Assembly does not pass the bills that Kentucky citizens want them to pass. With little influence over what is allowed on the House Floor, the Speaker has a history of blocking legislation that is unfriendly to his constituents. As a result, Franklin is suffering. There is no end to the regulations and restrictions that prevent the Franklin community and its citizens from living a better, more prosperous life.

There are two kinds of "historical racing machines" in use in Kentucky; Stan Cave focused the Court on one of them. There is a major PROBLEM in Franklin!

There are two kinds of "historical racing machines" in use in Kentucky; Cabinet Secretary Heiner focused the court on one of them. The Kentucky Supreme Court, through an earlier appeals process in the case, ruled that a video of a horse race is a horse race. That decision was a surprise! In his argument before the court, Cave pointed out that in the Kentucky Supreme Court, through an earlier appeals process in the case, ruled that a video of a horse race is a horse race. That decision was a surprise!

The interesting thing about Heiner’s refusal to receive a salary is that Kristen Lowry, reporter for The Herald-Leader, was simply doing research when she discovered that a simulation of a horse race is a horse race. And that actually may be the reason for the problem – he “knows” what everything should be and he helps them do what he “knows” they should do. That scenario, whether intentional or not, creates a top-down style of leadership that is antithetical to the bottom-up style for the Chamber – legislating with each state’s elected people’s representative to the Capitol, not the Capitol’s representative to the state. The result is that legislation that should come to the House Floor for debate ends up being operationally inflexible. The Speaker of the House, Party faithful being told to vote on tough topics, but it is up to them to get whatever passage their attorneys as to why they did not pass them. Likely, this style of leadership will be Stamper’s making. At some point, the citizens of Franklin will awaken and discover that it’s not their will that is being done, but the politically charged will of the Speaker. This translation to the Speaker actually having a kind of “veto power” over the legislation that the Franklin community and its citizens want to pass. There is no end to the regulations and restrictions that prevent the Franklin community and its citizens from living a better, more prosperous life.

There are two kinds of “historical racing machines” in use in Kentucky; the “Instant Racing machine” – has all kinds of reels and bells and whistles like a normal slot machine. One of the differences between the two machines is that the Instant Racing machine shows a few seconds of a horse race in its cartoon format and an Instant Racing machine shows a three-second clip of a previously run horse race.

The Speaker is unwilling to allow something to come to the House Floor, he has essentially vetoed the legislation before it could even get a hearing. And there is no override for a “Speaker’s veto.”

One last point about the makeup of Committees. The House, then, is controlled by Democrats because they vote as a block, one of their own.

The Speaker is the general master of the legislative process. If a court system can have “obstruction of justice,” then a legislature can have “obstruction of the will of the people.”

There are 53 Democrats and 47 Republicans. The Parties elect a similar slate of Leaders, and then the Speaker elects the Speaker of the House and the Speaker Pro-Tempore. The House, therefore, is controlled by Democrats because they vote as a block, one of their own. The Speaker is the general master of the legislative process.

Control: It is all about control and numbers that make control possible.

One of the subtle strategies that Speaker Stamper employs is in the manipulation of the committee system by controlling ALL committees with desired partisan ratios and in particular, certain key committees with overwhelming majorities. Consider that the House has a ratio of 53 Democrats to 47 Republicans. With 191 votes, it is advantageous for the Speaker to control 132 (71 percent) of the Committee Chairmen. The problem in Frankfort is very simple: For some reason, the General Assembly does not pass the bills that Kentucky citizens want them to pass. With little influence over what is allowed on the House Floor, the Speaker has a history of blocking legislation that is unfriendly to his constituents. As a result, Franklin is suffering. There is no end to the regulations and restrictions that prevent the Franklin community and its citizens from living a better, more prosperous life.

There are two kinds of “historical racing machines” in use in Kentucky; the “Instant Racing machine” – has all kinds of reels and bells and whistles like a normal slot machine. One of the differences between the two machines is that the Instant Racing machine shows a few seconds of a horse race in its cartoon format and an Instant Racing machine shows a three-second clip of a previously run horse race.

The Speaker is the general master of the legislative process. If a court system can have “obstruction of justice,” then a legislature can have “obstruction of the will of the people.”
The Fall election cycle has begun: It is B-I-G!
The nation is in need and Kentucky could play a key role in getting us back on track. Vote . . . and vote wisely!!!

There are three massive decisions that will be made on Election Day, Tuesday, Nov. 8, along with the hundreds of other smaller decisions that will be determined. Of these three major decisions, the two will be made exclusively by Kentucky citizens, while the other two will be made in part by Kentuckians.

Control of the State House of Representatives is the first major decision, and it will be made by Kentucky citizens only. With the current rate of Democrats to Republicans at 53 to 47, the narrow margin in decades, all expect a spirited battle. Some Kentuckians like the strong leadership offered by Speaker Greg Stumbo, while others see him as controlling. Because of his strong style in that legacy will be more about how far or she will take the Supreme Court than about anything else they do or don’t do as President.

The third major decision involves who will control the U.S. Senate. Will incumbent Sen. Rand Paul hold the seat or will Lexington Mayor Jim Gray unseat him? If Gray wins, he will be the first Kentuckian elected in a state-wide election who is openly gay. And then there are ALL the other hundreds of decisions that Kentuckians will make in “lesser” races. What is clear is that it is vital that ALL get out and vote.

Currently, Kentucky has . . .
53 Democrats and 47 Republicans in the State House of Representatives.
27 Republicans and 11 Democrats in the State Senate.
Five Republicans and one Democrat in the U.S. House of Representatives.
Two Republicans in the U.S. Senate.
One Democrat in the White House - President Barack Obama.

Chamber, his will, in essence, dominates the entire Legislative Branch once all bills must successfully pass both the Senate and the House. It is simple: any bill he does not want does not make it to the House Floor for a vote and/or a vote.

The second major decision where Kentuckians, obviously, will only play a part is regarding the next President of the United States. Kentucky has been trending Republican in recent years, but Bill Clinton won the state in 1992 and 1996. Hillary Clinton’s husband is now running.

The third major decision will be made solely by Kentuckians and is regarding the U.S. Senate. Sen. Rand Paul holds the seat or will Lexington Mayor Jim Gray unseat him? If Gray wins, he will be the first Kentuckian elected in a state-wide election who is openly gay. And then there are ALL the other hundreds of decisions that Kentuckians will make in “lesser” races. What is clear is that it is vital that ALL get out and vote.
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UPDATE: Bevin’s two abortion clinic court cases

After eight years of a pro-choice Governor, Kentucky’s abortion clinics were in for a surprise.

Saj White has passed our Gov. Matt Bevin declared that his “administration will hold no tolerance for the type of brazen disregard” which abortion providers have “shown for women’s safety of women and the rule of law.” He went on to promise he would hold them “accountable for knowingly endangering their patients by providing illegal abortions at a clinic that was not properly licensed and prepared to handle an emergency.”

The Planned Parenthood lawsuit alleging that Planned Parenthood performed 23 illegal abortions in its Cincinnati clinic between Dec. 1 and Jan. 23. The Bevin administration appealed the decision on July 27 and put in an effort to “defend the clear laws of Kentucky.” In the meantime, Planned Parenthood may not perform abortions without obtaining a license from the Bevin administration’s Cabinet for Health and Family Services. Planned Parenthood offered a setback in that process after KentuckyOne Health backed out of an agreement to provide hospital care in the event of an emergency, an agreement required as part of the licensing process.

As the legal battle plays out, we would be wise to listen to the words of The Kentucky’s J. William Graves, who served on the Kentucky Supreme Court and the Kentucky Board of Medical Licensure. He wrote in the Herald-Leader that “to allow an unlicensed abortion facility . . . to continue operating ignores the rule of law in favor of result-oriented political correctness.”

On March 5, Kentucky’s Third District Court dismissed the case against the EMW Women’s Clinic in Lexington. Upon inspection by the Bevin administration, the clinic’s officials knew less than a year ago, they faced violations of more laws. The lawsuit alleges that the clinic lacked the required licenses, maintained expired medications, and was not prepared to handle an emergency.

On June 15, the Kentucky Court of Appeals ordered that the clinic be closed until it receives a license or until the final judgment is handed down in the case. The three-judge panel, consisting of all women, held that “this case is not about the woman’s right to an abortion, but that it is about the right to regulate the manner in which abortions are performed in this Commonwealth.” EMW Women’s Clinic appealed the case to the Kentucky Supreme Court on June 22.

To get more info about the Nov. 8 Election, go to: www.kentuckymarriage.org

To print off the Survey on races that you can copy and give to others (after Sept. 26), go to: www.votekentucky.us

The Fall election cycle has begun: It is B-I-G!

The nation is in need and Kentucky could play a key role in getting us back on track. Vote . . . and vote wisely!!!

There are three massive decisions that will be made on Election Day, Tuesday, Nov. 8, along with the hundreds of other smaller decisions that will be determined. One of those three decisions will be made exclusively by Kentucky citizens, while the other two will be made in part by Kentuckians.

Control of the State House of Representatives is the first major decision, and it will be made by Kentucky citizens only. With the current ratio of Democrats to Republicans at 53 to 47, the narrow margin in decades, all expect a spirited battle. Some Kentuckians like the strong leadership offered by Speaker Greg Stumbo, while others see him as controlling. Because of his strong style in that legacy will be more about how he or she decides to the Supreme Court than about anything else that they do or don’t do to the President.

The third major decision involves who will control the U.S. Senate. Will incumbent Sen. Rand Paul hold the seat or will Lexington Mayor Jim Gray unseat him? If Gray wins, he will be the first Kentuckian elected in a state-wide election who is openly gay.

And then there are ALL the other hundreds of decisions that Kentuckians will make in “lesser” races. What is clear is that it is vital that ALL get out and vote.

Chamber, his will, in essence, dominates the entire Legislative Branch once all bills must successfully pass both the Senate and the House. It is simple: any bill he does not want does not make it to the House Floor for a debate and a vote.

The second major decision where Kentuckians, obviously, will only play a part is regarding the next President of the United States. Kentucky has been trending Republican in recent years, but Bill Clinton won the state in 1992 and 1996. His wife is now running.

The third major decision involves who will control the U.S. Senate: Will incumbent Sen. Mitch McConnell hold the seat or will Lexington Mayor Jim Gray unseat him? If Gray wins, he will be the first Kentuckian elected in a state-wide election who is openly gay.

And then there are ALL the other hundreds of decisions that Kentuckians will make in “lesser” races. What is clear is that it is vital that ALL get out and vote.

Register New Voters!

We can send a Voter Registration Kit to you at no cost. You just need a copier. It’s easy to serve your church, your nonprofit group, or your neighbors.

Just call us: 859-255-5400
There are two kinds of “historical racing machines” in use in Kentucky; Stan Cave focused the Court on one of them.

The problem in Frankfort is very simple. For some reason, the General Assembly does not pass any of the bills that Kentucky citizens want to pass. While some of those issues are not even placed on the House Floor, a few have come to a vote by the House Leadership, including the horse race bill. How could that be? It is America and we have a system of checks and balances. The people and their representatives love tovote in the State Capitol to veto their business. The decision was a deeply personal one," Heiner said. "I believe that this position – and the opportunity it affords to affect progress – is much more than a job. Sometimes in life, another person’s critical need overrides all other considerations, and only a volunteer response can yield the highest personal satisfaction.”

“The decision was a deeply personal one,” Heiner said. “I believe that this position – and the opportunity it affords to affect progress – is much more than a job. Sometimes in life, another person’s critical need overrides all other considerations, and only a volunteer response can yield the highest personal satisfaction.”

But even more important are the key committees that key members of the media – particularly the former publisher,” said Kent Ostrander, executive director of The Family Foundation. “When the House was choosing to serve as Cabinet Secretary, he accepted but declined to receive a salary, a sacrifice easily valued at well over $100,000 annually.

Kentucky Today

The Encore machine, like the other historical racing machine used in Kentucky – the “Instant Racing” machine – has all kinds of reels and bells and whistles like a normal slot machine. One of the differences between the two machines is that the Encore machine shows a few seconds of a horse race in its cartoon format and an Instant Racing machine shows a three-second clip of a recently run horse race.

The result is that the Speaker actually having a kind of “veto power” over the legislative process that is equal to the Governor’s constitutional power to veto legislation.

There is a major PROBLEM in Frankfort!

If a court system can have “obstruction of justice,” then a legislature can have “obstruction of the will of the people.”

There are two kinds of “historical racing machines” in use in Kentucky; Senate focused the Council on one of them.

Cabinet Secretary Hal Heiner hits his stride

Former gubernatorial candidate and rival of his boss Gov. Bevin, Hal Heiner is engaged and making a difference.

“Education has been my greatest civic passion,” said Hal Heiner. “We have a governor who says he wants to move forward but that he wants to remove that from our discussions. He fears the Kentucky Education and Workforce Development Cabinet Secretary and former appointee to his boss, Gov. Matt Bevin, where he presided.

So committed is Heiner to serving the Commonwealth with his passion for education that when he was chosen to serve as Cabinet Secretary, he accepted but declined to receive a salary, a sacrifice easily valued at well over $100,000 annually.

Heiner told the House that if he had accepted the job he would have incurred more obligations, but that and only a volunteer response can yield the highest personal satisfaction.”
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The TRUTH about marriage in a novel

A Family Court judge who has “seen it all” has something to say about marriage.

My husband has written about marriage in the last few years, particularly as one looks at the failed/broken marriage rate around some-seem marriage. This book is born from a vision of quick marriages dissolving – “instant divorce.” Now a new novel – “Divorce is not an Option” – not only addresses the no-fault divorce culture, but also wrestles with the very meaning of marriage.

The author, Tim Philpot, is a Family Court judge in Lexington. From that vantage point, he has seen the demise of many marriages and has heard about and written surrounding failed marriages. This book is his effort to get people to see that marriage is too serious to be handled lightly.

Judge Philpot has been a state senator, a trial lawyer and is the cousin of former Kentucky Republican First Lady, Judge Zenas Keath. He himself has served as justice minister at CRBC International, a team of business and professional men and women in 90 countries whose mission is to see the global marketplace transformed by the gospel of Jesus Christ.

I wanted to write a secular book, but literally discovered that I couldn’t, said Judge Philpot. “Marriage is spiritual. To discuss it solely in any other context is absurd.”

The book involves family court scenes, law school classes discussing marriage, and a country Methodist church where a young pastor preaches sermons on marriage. The story is told through its key characters, but primarily through Judge Z – Atticus Zenas is a 50-year-old judge in family court. He personal metamorphosis from a lawyer/judge, who routinely divorces people with little or no thought, into a person of faith whose life is radically transformed by a new love relationship with God is the primary plot.

Philpot was involved with First Priority, a national organization, as a youth pastor in southeast Kentucky. The book was inspired by the very meaning of marriage.

Tim Bargo, First Priority director, has grabbed a “tiger by the tail” in his efforts to bring “See You at the Pole” to Kentucky. Bargo was involved with First Priority, a national organization, as a youth pastor in southeast Kentucky.

It is a physical manifestation of UNITY in PRAYER. We will invite the Presence of God to forgive, heal and restore our land. What you can expect: 12 features from 12 DENOMINATIONS (leading to prayer) – No names of places or characters. A Prayer Meeting set in church service (no sermon, no offering). We will kneel in silence before God in prayer.

See You at the Pole has been serving American teenage students since 1990. Tim Bargo is giving it a boost in Kentucky.

In September, $28,884.03 will be given to PCCs

Once again, the official CHOOSE LIFE license plates raise funding and awareness for Kentucky’s Pregnancy Care Centers.

This year has yielded another generous endorsement from Kentucky car and truck owners who support the official Kentucky CHOOSE LIFE license plate for their vehicles. This year the total reached $28,884.03.

The program was made possible through a legislative effort by former Senator John Westwood (R-Erlanger). Westwood had worked for several years to secure the CHOOSE LIFE license plate for the Commonwealth but had been thwarted each year by pro-choice Democrat in the House of Representatives. In 2006, he worked out a compromise with a Democratic bill sponsor and the funds began to flow. Now the total, including funds anticipated this year, is over one million dollars.

This is the 11th year that donated CHOOSE LIFE license plate dollars have supported pregnancy care centers that serve the women of Kentucky. But the big winners in the CHOOSE LIFE license plate project have always been the Kentucky women who are caught in an unplanned pregnancy and who do not feel that they have life-saving options. Since 1996, the money generated by the plates goes to the local pregnancy care center that is closest to the woman who is seeking abortion. The money raised by the project has not only significantly reduced the number of women seeking an abortion but has also given many of the women education that has enabled them to keep their babies.

Currently there are 51 pregnancy care centers whose budgets vary significantly, yet all of this money is directed to each center, regardless of their budget. The CHOOSE LIFE license plate project has always been the Kentucky women who are caught in an unplanned pregnancy and who do not feel that they have life-saving options.

The official CHOOSE LIFE license plate continues to raise funds for the same purpose.
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The Franklin Graham Rally and National Day of Prayer set the tone for change in Kentucky—more events are planned.

“We must pray: Our state, nation need God!”

Kent Ostrander, executive director of The Family Foundation

“Praising please pray for a nation on its knees!”

We must pray for our state and nation to be making decisions not only for the President, a U.S. Senator and six U.S. Congressmen, but also the State Senate and the State House of Representatives, as well as many other local officials and judges.

By Martin Covhan

Alice in Wonderland phase before the most recent ruling, it has now. Words have no meaning, reality is turned upside down, and cartoons of horse races constitute live horse racing.

The courts, in their infinite ability to re-interpret words, ruled that a video replay counted as an actual horse race. Bettors are still betting, and which horse they bet on and how much they bet on them changes the odds. The second redefinition of words to do it.

“Encore.” These machines were even less like an actual horse race, involving a cartoon of a horse race. Could a machine entered the picture. The machines were made by a company called “Encore.”

Consistently throughout the case, the courts have tipped the scales of justice toward a rich, predatory industry, accepting their arguments at face value, and distorting the very meaning of words to do it.

“Here’s the bottom line: If God does not answer prayer, it’s stupid to pray. But if God does answer prayer, it’s stupid not to!”

Kent Ostrander

The Family Foundation

If a case had not already entered the case is what it suggests about how big money can affect the integrity of the law. The case was simple enough to understand: The Kentucky Racing Commission ruled that a video replay of a horse race on an Instant Racing or Encore machine counted as an actual horse race, and the case went to court. It was the National Day of Prayer, which was observed in cities all over Kentucky and throughout the nation.

STRENGTHENING FAMILIES AND THE VALUES THAT MAKE FAMILIES STRONG

We must pray: Our state, nation need God!

Kent Ostrander